
Portable Modular Conveyor

Lightweight

Versatile

Saves Labor

sales@rapid-veyor.com3825 Central Pkwy, Suite A
Hudsonville, MI 49426

Made in the USA since 1994

Specializing in Portable
Conveyor Solutions

Two Year Warranty

rapid-veyor.comrapid-veyor.com

NO STANDS REQUIRED

VARIABLE SPEED FWD/REV

“Why did I wait so long to purchase a
RAPID-VEYOR? I can’t imagine life without it!”

- Customer

RAPID-VEYOR PMC:MORE RAPID-VEYOR:

 PMC available 12.5’ or 20’* lengths
 Requires 120VAC
 Variable speed, FWD/REV
 12” wide bed, 10” wide belt
 Rated 800lbs live load over 100’
 100’ package = 1 drive + 7 sections
 Aluminum bed
 V-Groove belt
 Rubber coated pulleys

*20’ sections are special order

CART HOLDS 100’

Optional cart makes our PMC conveyor truly 
portable. We offer a variety of wheels for 
your surface needs.

It also allows you to store 100’ of conveyor 
in a footprint of ~13’x2’

IN THEIR OWN WORDS:

David says: “Assembled 100 ft in 20 
minutes and was able to get a full day’s 
use out of it. GAME CHANGER in 
moving plant product. Easy to operate, 
add on, and best of all made in the USA!”

*This is an actual social media customer review.



Proudly manufactured in the USA since 1994

OUTSIDE CORNER KIT

RAPID-VEYOR PMC OPTIONS:

DROP-IN-DRIVE: BELOW

DROP-IN-DRIVE: ABOVE

We offer several ways to move product 
around the corner, each with its own 
set of benefits. Easy set up makes for 
improved productivity!

POWER DIVERTER
ARM

INSIDE CORNER KIT

 Simply attach to any non-motor section and you’ve got a powered 
conveyor. Allows versatility to gain the most use of your conveyor. 

 Variable speed, FWD/REV, requires 120VAC
 Available for above or below the bed.
 ”Above” version allows bed to sit directly on the ground, also more 

horsepower than “below” version.
 “Below” version requires conveyor on stands.

CORNERS ARE EASY! Our available DROP-IN-DRIVE is unique to RAPID-VEYOR!
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